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Over the years Industrial Automation and Control 
System (IACS) used in industrial infrastructure such 
as the electric power grid, oil and gas installations, 
water utilities, transportation systems, 
manufacturing facilities and many more have 
become more interconnected. Endpoints like HMIs, 
SCADA, workstations, historians, Windows and 
Linux based servers are more prone to viruses, 
malware and other types of cyber attacks than ever 
before. Such systems have historically not been 
designed with security in mind, despite them being 
the core of monitoring and supervision in industrial 
plants and installations of all kinds. Unauthorized 
tampering with endpoint systems can at best cause 
production downtime. Accidents and massive 
destruction can also be the result. 

Modernization and interconnectivity has exposed 
IACS systems to the cyber threats that regular IT-
systems have been facing for decades, in addition 
to new advanced threats that specifically target 
industrial systems. Regular protection methods are 
not tailored for industrial endpoints thus causing 
such threats to go undetected.   

SNOK™ Endpoint Monitoring is designed and 
developed to meet the needs of owners of 
industrial automation and control systems (IACS). 
SNOK™ is the simple and industrial friendly way of 
detecting cyber events before they cause 
problems. SNOK™ works quietly behind the scenes, 
using software agents to collet deep low-level 
information that analyzed over time can identify 

anomalous behavior patterns. It detects viruses, 
malware and sophisticated attacks (Advanced 
Persistent Threats) at an early stage, including 
those that are undetectable by conventional 
security tools. The infrastructure owner is alerted in 
real time of security events such as: 

• new process detected on the endpoint
• USB inserted into device
• anomalies in endpoint resource usage

 

SNOK™ Endpoint Monitoring can be complemented 
by other products in the SNOK™ Cybersecurity 
Monitoring System family to provides the best 
security. The SNOK™ product family combines 
information from network and endpoint monitoring 
thereby reducing blind spots in your infrastructure. 

Early attack detection – SNOK™ will detect attacks
at an early stage because it monitors your blind 
spots for subtle traces of attacks.

Beyond signatures – More than 50% of attacks are 
non-malware related – these are not detectable 
using traditional signature detection. SNOK™ on the
other hand uses anomaly detection. This means it
will detect all types of intrusions, catching both 
known malware, malware seen never before and 
non-malware attacks. 

Built for Industry – SNOK™ unique abilities to 
uncover blind spots are achieved because SNOK™ 
is built for industry. By that we mean: 

Non-intrusive: SNOK™ does not disturb the
industrial process.

No maintenance required: SNOK™ knows the 
fundamentals of a cyberattack. Once installed it 
needs no signature updates or similar to keep
detecting new attacks. 

Tiny footprint: Computing and 
storage resources are often 
scarce in industrial settings.
SNOK™ uses minimal resources 
on the industrial infrastructure. 

Backwards compatible: SNOK™
can be used to monitor legacy 
equipment such as 
unsupported Windows and 
Linux endpoints. 

Quick and easy to install:
SNOK™ has a simple
installation process and 
requires only a short learning 
period to train the system.

SNOK™ 
Next generation endpoint 
security for industry 

SNOK™ is the easy-to-use, state-of-the-art tool for monitoring, detection, and early warning of cybersecurity events
in industrial control systems.

PLC 

The SNOK™ User Interface provides easy security status overview and real time 
alerts of events at monitored endpoints. 

SCADA / HMI

SWITCH/ 
ROUTER

SNOK®
Agent

The SNOK™ solution is installed in the industrial 
network monitoring from the inside.  
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